Ansty Rainbow Maize Maze 2020

AnsS

Quiz 1
Hidden within the maze are 8 sporty items! What are they?
1.

Name 2 variations of this game?

2.

What took 2.4 seconds?

3.

What was created in 1817?

4.

What does 21 mean in this sport?

5.

How many players can be on the field at one time?

6.

What was used to make the first ones?

7.

What could you achieve in 15 minutes of this sport?

8.

What stopped after 10 days?

9.

What is amazing at 103?!

Quiz 2

Quiz Boards

Hidden in the maze are 6 boards where you will find the answers to these
interesting NHS and Stars Appeal Questions:
(1)

When was the NHS launched?

(2)

How much does it cost to keep the NHS going?

(3)

What is the average cost of a trip in an ambulance?

(4)

Name 3 projects that the Stars Appeal has helped to fund?

(5)

How much did the Stars Appeal raise for the dedicated children’s
treatment area in the A&E department?

(6)

How many steps do you need to take to burn off the calorie content of a
pea?

A
B
C

Quiz 3 Alphabet Game
Hidden within the maze are the instructions
for our great alphabet game! Find the
board with this years theme?

D
E

Quiz 4

F

Ansty Boggle

G

Hidden in the maze is a quiz board with the

H

letters for the Ansty Boggle Board!! Find it and
fill in the letters in the grid. How many words

I

can you make with the 9 letters. Words should

J

only be used once!

K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

contain a minimum of 3 letters and letters may
For an added twist give

yourselves a time scale; 5 or 10 minutes!

Quiz 5
Hidden within the maze are 12 random non sporting items! Can you find
them all!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Jot down the first letter of all the bits you found? Can you make 2 words
that are very linked to this year’s maize maze theme? One item is the
odd one out! Which one shouldn’t be there!!

Please hand your answers into the Farm Shop and we will hold a prize winning draw at the end
of the season!
Name:

E-mail Ad:

Find the Rainbow!!
Hidden throughout the maze, in full view of the pathways is our Ansty toy
Rainbow. Please find one colour per group and bring it back to the Farm
Shop to claim some Star cookies!!
Hopefully at the end of each day we will be able to make the entire rainbow
back at the Farm Shop! We will then give it a good clean and hide it out
again the next day!
Please only bring one arc in per group. If you see any more arcs on your way
around then please leave it for another group to find.

A few safety rules!
Please keep to the pathways. Please do not cut through the maize plants – this will
damage the plants and will also result in you getting very lost.
Please do not damage the plants – they will not grow back. Please do not pick the cobs
as they are to feed the cows.
Please tread carefully as the ground is uneven. Please be extra careful if wet or damp
as the ground may be slippery.
Please only pick up one rainbow piece per group so that there are other pieces left for
other groups.
PLEASE DO NOT PICK UP any of the other games as they are just to look at and if you
take them they will not be there for another group.
Likewise please do not break the items we have placed in the maze – we already have a
broken rounders bat. Please look only. Very important this year due to hygiene reasons.
Please keep a safe distance from other maze goers. Please only pass if there is a 2 m
gap to do so.
Please stay in your groups for your safety and the safety of other maze goers.
Please be very careful on the maze bridge. Children must only go on it with adult
supervision. Please do not climb on the wooden safety rails.
Many thanks
The Ansty Farm Shop Maze Team

